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Insurance / Companies / Environment 
Europe / Justice

Societal
challenges
  Environmental law  

By studying and implementing 
legal rules for the protection, 
management or restoration of 
coastal natural environments, 
CEJLR is involved in the 
preservation of these 
ecosystems.

  Numeric  

In recent years, the Centre has 
developed particular expertise 
in digital law, which transcends 
its three pillars. Research is 
carried out in particular on 
issues related to market law 
(competition - consumption - 
distribution) and labour law.

  Territory  

Because climate change 
amplifies environmental 
inequalities, the Center works 
on the law adaptation linked 
with this new form of threat, 

which concerns especially the 
Atlantic coast.

  Crime  

The Center has a lot of 
experience in this area. In 
addition to traditional themes 
such as criminology and 
criminal justice, he also explores 
the field of cybercrime.

  Private law  

CEJLR researchers, specialists 
in this field of law, participate 
in research projects related to 
contract and business domestic, 
european and inetrnational law.

Centre
d’Études 
Juridiques 
de La Rochelle
(CEJLR)
 
The CEJLR brings together the skills of private 
law and criminal science lecturer-researchers and 
specialists in political science and public law.

Structured around three major areas (justices and 
trials, environment and territories, companies 
and insurances) the Center’s approach is firmly 
multidisciplinary.

Since 2008, the latter has integrated the 
environment and sustainable development into its 
research themes. Recently he has been developing 
work in the field of digital law, in collaboration with 
other La Rochelle Université laboratories, including 
the L3i.

Disciplines—Private law . Criminal sciences . 
Public law . Political science
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MASTER BUSINESS LAW

Research Network
The CEJLR participates in the Aquitaine network Europe, Law and Public Action (EDAP). Within this framework, it 
participates in research in European law and organises various annual events in conjunction with partner universities.

Expertise
Achievements
The Covid 19 crisis has delayed many 
projects, which have been gradually 
resumed since autumn 2021. In particular, 
collective research on the theme of port 
activities in the Charente Maritime should be 
completed in 2022.

Partnerships
Collaborations

The research Center has the financial 
and technical support of several local 
authorities (Poitou-Charentes Region, 

General Council of Charente-Maritime, city of La 
Rochelle).

He has also developed close ties with the Regional 
Center for Professional Training of Lawyers in 
Poitiers. His research is conducted in collaboration 
with laboratories of other French universities 
(University of Poitiers and Limoges, University of 
Burgundy).

They also rely on associative networks both at the 
national level (including the French Criminology 
Association) and in Europe (including the European 
Association of Environmental Law). 

MASTER IN PUBLIC LAW

  programme Local authorities, environment and 
coastline

MASTER JUSTICE, TRIALS AND PROCEDURES

  programme Procedural Law

MASTER DIGITAL LAW

  programme Third-party trust and digital security

(Jointly accredited with University of Poitiers)
MASTER INSURANCE LAW
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